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	Many Psychologists regard personality and mental illness as closely related. The shadow of Freudian analysis looms over modern psychopathology, driving many psychologists to try to understand their clients' personal troubles and personalities using constructs developed to study mental illness. They believe that dark, unconscious mental forces that originated in childhood cause personality traits, personal troubles, and mental illnesses. Steven Reiss thinks problems are a normal part of life. In The Normal Personality, Reiss argues that human beings are naturally intolerant of people who express values significantly different from their own. Because of this intolerance, psychologists and psychiatrists sometimes confuse individuality with abnormality and thus over-diagnose disorders. Reiss shows how normal motives, not anxiety or traumatic childhood experiences, underlie many personality and relationship problems, such as divorce, infidelity, combativeness, workaholism, loneliness, authoritarianism, weak leadership styles, perfectionism, underachievement, arrogance, extravagance, stuffed shirt-ism, disloyalty, disorganization, and overanxiety. Based on a series of scientific studies, this book advances an original scientific theory of psychological needs, values, and personality traits. Reiss shows how different points on motivational arc produce different personality traits and values. He also shows how knowledge of psychological needs and values can be applied in counseling individuals and couples. The author describes new, powerful methods of assessing and predicting motivated behavior in natural environments including corporations, schools, and relationships.
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Thoracic Surgery for the Acute Care Surgeon (Hot Topics in Acute Care Surgery and Trauma)Springer, 2020

	
		This volume is a “how-to guide” to treating thoracic trauma and emergencies for acute care surgeons. It highlights the diagnosis and management of thoracic disease and injuries, and each chapter includes algorithms that lead readers through the process of identifying and treating many common and some uncommon thoracic...
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IT Auditing and Sarbanes-Oxley Compliance: Key Strategies for Business ImprovementAuerbach Publications, 2008

	Information technology auditing and Sarbanes-Oxley compliance have several overlapping characteristics. They both require ethical accounting practices, focused auditing activities, a functioning system of internal control, and a close watch by the board’s audit committee and CEO. Written as a contribution to the accounting and auditing...
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Implementing Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013Packt Publishing, 2013

	Get to grips with the full capabilities of Dynamics NAV through this step-by-step guide to implementing the powerful Enterprise Resource Planning application. For newcomers and seasoned users alike, it's an essential companion.


	Overview

	
		Successfully handle your first Dynamics NAV 2013...
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California Algebra 2: Concepts, Skills, and Problem SolvingMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	Unit 1: First-Degree Equations and Inequalities. Unit 2: Quadratic, Polynomial, and Radical Equations and Inequalities. Unit 3: Advanced Functions and Relations. Unit 4: Discrete Mathematics. Unit 5: Trigonometry. Standards Review.
...
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Ektron Developer's Guide: Building an Ektron Powered WebsiteWrox Press, 2011

	GIVEN THAT YOU’RE READING the introduction to a Wrox book about Ektron, you likely have
	(or will soon have) some level of technical responsibility for a website powered by the Ektron
	Framework. Maybe you’re tasked with the duty of maintaining an existing site and are looking for
	information to help make that process more...
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Stumbling On Wins: Two Economists Expose the Pitfalls on the Road to Victory in Professional SportsFT Press, 2010

	Don’t they want to win? Every sports fan asks that question. And no wonder! Teams have an immense amount of detailed, quantifiable information to draw upon. They have powerful incentives for making good decisions. Everyone sees the results of their choices, and the consequences for failure...
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